
TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD FINAL

To Kill a Mockingbird Literature Guide. To Kill a Mockingbird. Final Test. Part A: Matching. Directions: Match the
following characters with the.

Explain how the different parts of the structure work in concert. Atticus is a highly principles man who values
law and justice, but he is a man who values his relationship with his children even more. The sub-plot must
demonstrate the elements of a plot conflict, inciting incident, rising action, climax, falling action and
resolution. Key standards and elements to address in a To Kill a Mockingbird final task exam: Interacting
elements. The two ideas offered focus on structure and symbol, but you could have students write narratives or
dramas demonstrating mastery of any of the elements studied. The best forgery selected by a class vote will be
published online along with lies about how Harper Lee wrote the chapter but decided not to include it in the
novel. Atticus is adamantly against lying to protect Jem. For example, if your plot shows up in chapters , 8,
and , you will need six purple papers. Your story should have all the narrative elements setting, characters,
plot, etc. Atticus and Sheriff Heck Tate have a conversation about how to deal with the situation, and Scout
walks Boo home. The story could be a true event, totally fictional, or somewhere in between. Literary
knowledge questions e. Conclusion Use key language arts terms regarding narrative structure in your analysis:
Plot conflict, inciting incident, rising action, climax, falling action, and resolution Effects mystery, tension,
surprise, etc. Organizing your essay: Introduction general statement about how Lee structures the book and
why and a brief summary of your essay body Main plots Is the main plot the story about Tom Robinson or the
story about Boo Radley? She has a main plot, two parts, many sub-plots stories within the story , and parallel
plots different plots happening concurrently. My final exams for long-form literature follow this structure:
Comprehension questions e. Note: Sometimes it helps student creativity to give additional, arbitrary
requirements. Attach your pages, diagram, and analysis to your row. Atticus, who believes Jem is the one who
killed Bob, thinks Heck wants to cover up the truth to protect Jem. They should conclude that the structure is
many plots of varying importance that build on and relate to one another. Discuss symbolic elements from the
novel to support your answer. Manipulation of time pacing, foreshadowing, flashback, and parallel events You
will be graded on how well you explain the structure, your analysis of how the structural elements interact,
and your use of structure terminology. He is concerned that doing something so hypocritical will ruin his
relationship with his children. On one wall of the classroom, your teacher will have columns the chapters. At
the end of the story, the narrator should give a final reflection on the story and its theme. Each group will have
one row for their assigned plot. Decide which chapters of the novel include your assigned plot and write each
chapter number on one colored paper. Focus on the effects of her structure how the way she builds the story
creates emotional and intellectual responses. Sub-plots How does Lee use the little stories that fit into the
larger stories [like the episode with Jem and Mrs. Atticus does not have that kind of relationship with Boo, and
in fact likely owes Boo for the lives of both of his children, so Atticus is willing to accept that subjecting Boo
to public scrutiny would be a mistake. Is it both at the same time? Atticus would rather that Jem face some
difficulties than think that his father did not hold him to the same standard as everyone else. If you are finding
any of these ideas helpful, please consider using my complete To Kill a Mockingbird unit and teacher guide.
Choose one sub-plot to explain in depth in terms of how it works with the rest of the novel.


